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Bun venit în România!
Earth needs help, but who will risk war to lend a
hand? Humanity is left facing a difficult choice. The
world is in turmoil, and Mark, Aram and Doina are in
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the middle of everything. And then, things get worse
-- much worse. This is the sequel to "Starship Doi."

Limba română
An extensive anthology compiles eighty stories by
genre masters from H. P. Lovecraft to Stephen King,
in a volume that also provides a comprehensive
bibliography of vampire fiction.

Nostalgia
Limba romana pentru straini
Limba română contemporană
Limba Romana Prin Conversatie
This book is suitable for independent and classroom
learners, ideal for the beginner to intermediate
student, and takes the reader through the essentials
of the language explaining each concept clearly and
providing many examples of contemporary Romanian
usage. The book contains: a chapter on each of the
most common grammatical areas with Romanian and
English examples extensive examples of the more
difficult areas of the grammar an appendix listing
relevant websites for further information on the
Romanian language.
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Activitatea științifică a corpului didactic
și a cercetătorilorolirol, 1979-1986
Dicționar minimal al limbii române
Table of contents

Analele Universității București
Dracfried: Dracula versus Diesel
This is a thriller about Dracula and Dracula's offspring
and about the vampire's native land, Transylvania.
Based on actual historical and geographical facts,
expanded with local legends and beliefs, this vampire
novel speaks about Dracula's spirit's influencing the
contemporary world. "Dracfried: Dracula versus
Diesel. A Vampire Novel," written in German by world
famous Professor for burning processes Cornel Stan
and translated into English by Adriana Crăciun, is a
captivating vampire epic, presenting Dracula’s history
as well as the history of Dracula’s offspring, coming
all the way down to present-day Transylvania. In the
midst of a huge international scandal in the
automobile world, triggered by handling pollutant
emissions, a young and brave hero aspires, from
Transylvania, to the stars: Siegfried–laughed at, but
also feared, under the nickname of Dracfried. On his
way, Dracfried doesn’t ride the broomstick, but a
motorcycle with absolutely visionary technique. The
hero isn’t a magician, but he pushes his limits to
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physics’ boundaries, which he uses to create
revolutionary propulsion systems. His existence,
however, is determined by a form of metaphysics,
fascinating and not explainable, related to the
legendary Count Dracula of Transylvania. Until one
day Cornel Stan delivers lectures on mobility of the
future, from Saxony and Paris to California and
Transylvania. After two dozen specialized books that
have been translated into several languages, he
published his first novel, Carmakers, which is
welcomed by readers. His writer career continues with
Dracfried, who is just starting his hero career. These
are Professor Cornel Stan’s novels: Automacher (in
German); you will find this book here:
http://amzn.to/2v7BqkjCarmakers (in English); you will
find this book here: http://amzn.to/2vJrpxlCreatori de
automobile (in Romanian); you will find this book
here: http://amzn.to/2idi9wK (in print format) or here:
http://ibooksquare.ro/Books/ISBN?p=978-606-996-013
-4 (in digital format) Dracfried: Dracula versus Diesel
(in German); you will find this book here:
http://amzn.to/2vJpd9b Dracfried: Dracula versus
Diesel (in English); you will find this book here:
http://amzn.to/2v7pXkF Dracfried: Dracula versus
Diesel (in Romanian); you will find this book here:
http://amzn.to/2vP9eoi (in print format) or here: http:/
/ibooksquare.ro/Books/ISBN?p=978-606-996-015-8 (in
digital format)

Romanian: An Essential Grammar
Nikephoros Bryennios' history of the Byzantine Empire
in the 1070s is a story of civil war and aristocratic
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rebellion in the midst of the Turkish conquest of
Anatolia. Commonly remembered as the passive and
unambitious husband of Princess Anna Komnene
(author of the Alexiad), Bryennios is revealed as a
skilled author whose history draws on cultural
memories of classical Roman honor and proper
masculinity to evaluate the politicians of the 1070s
and implicitly to exhort his twelfth-century
contemporaries to honorable behavior. Bryennios'
story valorizes the memory of his grandfather and
other honorable, but failed, generals of the eleventh
century while subtly portraying the victorious Alexios
Komnenos as un-Roman. This reading of the Material
for History sheds new light on twelfth-century
Byzantine culture and politics, especially the
contested accession of John Komnenos, the
relationship between Bryennios' history and the
Alexiad and the function of cultural memories of
Roman honor in Byzantium.

FULL BLAST 2 WORKBOOK
This user-friendly guide to modern Hungarian clearly
introduces the most important structures of this
fascinating language. Suitable for beginning,
intermediate and advanced students, it can be used
by those studying independently or following a taught
course. Topics include: * verbal prefixes * aspect and
tense * word-formation mechanisms * linking vowels *
the case system and its uses * word order.
Appendices include the formation of irregular verbs,
complete noun declensions and irregular noun
patterns.
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My Battle Against Hitler
LEARN ROMANIAN THROUGH CONVERSATION This
book is in Romanian. It is a B1/B2-level course in
Romanian for foreign students. The main focus is on
conversation. Cele optsprezece teme prezente în
această carte doresc să iasă din tiparul manualelor
dedicate învăţării limbii române de către străini. Sunt
abordate teme noi, de actualitate - şi deci prezente în
viaţa obişnuită -, de fiecare zi. Unele dintre aceste
teme sunt serioase, altele sunt amuzante, dar toate
sunt interesante. Metoda folosită în această carte este
cea comunicativă. Toate temele încep cu câteva
întrebări pregătitoare, care conduc cursantul către
tema discutată. Întrebările sunt urmate de citirea unui
text în cadrul căruia este introdus vocabularul
tematic, totul culminând cu o serie de exerciţii care
ajută într-un prim pas la însuşirea cunoştinţelor şi apoi
la punerea în practică a acestora. Prin jocurile de rol
sunt prezentate diferite situaţii de care fie ne-am
izbit, fie am auzit de la prietenii nostri, iar cursanţii au
posibilitatea să folosească termenii dobândiţi în paşii
anteriori. Discuţiile libere dezvoltă capacităţile
cursanţilor de a discuta în limba română, accentul
fiind pus pe conversaţie. Exerciţiile de vocabular vin
să susţină această abilitate de a dezbate, prin
asimilarea de noi termeni şi expresii, contribuind
astfel la dezvoltarea vocabularului specific nivelului
B1/B2, conform Cadrului European de Referinţă.
Temele prezentate în această carte sunt următoarele:
Administraţia publică şi corupţia Buna creştere
Educaţia Căsătoria Cum vă simţiţi? Relaţia de
dragoste Emigrarea Greu de vândut În vacanţă
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Regalitate Modă Schimbări în viaţă Sporturi extreme
Prietenia Un nou loc de muncă Unde locuiesc Viaţa la
ţară Viaţa şi banii Cartea este ideală atât pentru
cursurile de grup, cât şi pentru cursurile individuale,
putând fi în acelaşi timp un instrument complementar
cursurilor care se bazează exclusiv pe învăţarea
noţiunilor de gramatică specifice nivelului B1-B2.

Business English Language Practice
The Vampire Archives
Starship Doi - Wars
Every year, millions of foreigners visit The Philippines.
They go to the World War II battlefield of Corregidor,
tour the presidential home Malacañang Palace, play
golf, lounge on the white sand beaches, and . . . Some
do things that don’t have chapters in the standard
tourist phrasebooks and textbooks of the primary
native language, Tagalog. Tagalog is spoken as a first
language by millions of Filipinos in and around the
nation’s capital of Manila, including Angeles and Subic
Bay. In addition, Tagalog is spoken and understood to
some extent throughout the rest of the country
because it’s the language of school, TV, newspapers
and movies. Tagalog Down & Dirty is your guide to
the Tagalog you won’t learn in the other books. Sex,
drugs, alcohol, insults, obscenities, dirty talk, curse
words, slurs about your mind, body and sexual
equipment, the supernatural, gambling, and “gay
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language”—which gay men use to hide their meaning
from the general population. Best of all, words for
lovers and would-be lovers. Tagalog Down & Dirty is
arranged in chapters according to subject. Next is a
chapter including a long list of gay language words.
And finally is a list of all the standard Tagalog words
arranged in alphabetical order – Tagalog to English –
so it’s easy to look up Tagalog words you don’t know.
Come to The Philippines prepared to recognize such
basic insults as "Your mother is a ______," "You're
_____" and "You have no _____ ." (Don't say themself
yourself, though, unless you're prepared to defend
yourself!) Discover the Tagalog words for parts of
your body, at least the most interesting parts, and
their functions. Learn the names of the many
monsters and ghosts you must avoid at night. If
you're a man who has sex with other men, discover
how Filipino gays classify your sexuality. Because
language is intimately tied to culture, you'll get an
inside look at how different Filipinos value are from
average Western countries. Call an American woman
"ugly" and you'll probably get a lecture on how men
objectify women and/or men should look for beautiful
personalities. Call a Filipino woman "ugly" and look
out! Tell an American they have no shame, and they
probably won't even know what you're talking about.
If you say it to a Filipino, you better run for your life.
Describe an American woman as flirtatious and she'll
take it as a compliment. Tell a Filipino woman that
and, depending on circumstances, she may take it as
an insult to her sexual morality. Whether you wish to
learn more about The Philippines because you're
chatting up some sweet young thing online and want
to meet her in person, or you wish to check out the
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bar scene, or to swim and sun bathe at the white sand
beaches, explore the jungles or oceans teeming with
exotic wildlife, or to backpack in the mountains, or a
linguist checking out the phenomenon of gay
language, Tagalog Down & Dirty is where to start your
adventure.

Upstream advanced C1
Analele Universitătii București
A translation of the leading Romanian writer's 1989
debut novel consists of five stand-alone chapters that
are linked together through imaginative explorations
of such themes as humankind's primordial mythmaking, the origins of the universe, and an
apocalyptic Bucharest tenement district during the
years of communist dictatorship. Original.

Colloquial Romanian
"This unpublished memoir from German-Catholic
philosopher Dietrich von Hildebrand demonstrates his
opposition to anti-Semitism, his prescient
understanding of just how deadly Nazism and Hitler
would be, and his courage as he perpared to flee
Germany"--

Manual de limba română ca limbă străină
A new collection of works by a Whiting Writer's Awardwinning poet is divided into three sections including
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"Braid," "Fray," and "Nub" and features two ongoing
serial poems that have evolved throughout more than
twenty years, such as a West African spirit song and
an exploration of a lost "we" tribe. Original.

Hungarian: An Essential Grammar
The series is specially designed for students from
intermediate to proficiency level. Each book consists
of five modules and provides systematic preparation
in all four language skills - listening, speaking, reading
and writing - required at these levels. The Student's
Book and the Workbook are designed to be covered in
approximately 100 to 120 hours of classroom work.

Limba românâ
Heroes and Romans in Twelfth-Century
Byzantium
Upstream
East European Accessions List
Fluent in French
"This book practices language and skills in the
following areas: focus on listening, making calls,
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receiving calls, receiving and leaving messages,
dealing with problems, conference calls"--back cover.

Enterprise 2
MAKING COMMUNICATIVE LANGUAGE
TEACHING HAPPEN
“Jonah Berger is one of those rare thinkers who
blends research-based insights with immensely
practical guidance. I am grateful to be one of the
many who have learned from this master teacher.”
—Jim Collins, author Good to Great, coauthor Built to
Last From the author of New York Times bestsellers
Contagious and Invisible Influence comes a
revolutionary approach to changing anyone’s mind.
Everyone has something they want to change.
Marketers want to change their customers’ minds and
leaders want to change organizations. Start-ups want
to change industries and nonprofits want to change
the world. But change is hard. Often, we persuade
and pressure and push, but nothing moves. Could
there be a better way? This book takes a different
approach. Successful change agents know it’s not
about pushing harder, or providing more information,
it’s about being a catalyst. Catalysts remove
roadblocks and reduce the barriers to change. Instead
of asking, “How could I change someone’s mind?”
they ask a different question: “Why haven’t they
changed already? What’s stopping them?” The
Catalyst identifies the key barriers to change and how
to mitigate them. You’ll learn how catalysts change
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minds in the toughest of situations: how hostage
negotiators get people to come out with their hands
up and how marketers get new products to catch on,
how leaders transform organizational culture and how
activists ignite social movements, how substance
abuse counselors get addicts to realize they have a
problem, and how political canvassers change deeply
rooted political beliefs. This book is designed for
anyone who wants to catalyze change. It provides a
powerful way of thinking and a range of techniques
that can lead to extraordinary results. Whether you’re
trying to change one person, transform an
organization, or shift the way an entire industry does
business, this book will teach you how to become a
catalyst.

Splay Anthem
Whether you are: - a complete beginner - an
intermediate-level student facing difficulties in your
studies, - an advanced learner beginning to notice the
signs of a plateau in your motivation This study guide
has original, helpful techniques, hacks, and tips you
can use to enrich your vocabulary and get you on
track.

Carmen miserabile
The Catalyst
Romanian for Beginners is a concise course for
everybody who wants to learn the basics of the
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Romanian language. The main focus of the book is on
phrases and situations that are useful to a foreign
visitor to Romania. Learning Romanian will make your
visit to this European country far more easy and
enjoyable.

Dictionar român-englez
Intends to help learners of business English to
develop the vocabulary and grammar needed to
participate in business effectively. This book is
suitable for students at pre-intermediate or
intermediate level of English and for use in class or
for self-study.

Limba românǎ pentru strǎini
Limba română de bază
This fourth edition of Colloquial Romanian has been
completely updated to make learning Romanian
easier and more enjoyable than ever before. Written
by experienced teachers of Romanian, this course
offers a step-by-step approach to spoken and written
Romanian. No previous knowledge of the language is
required. What makes this new edition of Colloquial
Romanian you best choice in language learning? lively
dialogues reflecting life in contemporary Romania a
range of stimulating exercises with full answer key
clear grammar notes and summary extensive EnglishRomanian and Romanian-English glossaries. Audio
material to accompany the course is available to
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download free in MP3 format from
www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by
native speakers, the audio material features the
dialogues and texts from the book and will help
develop your listening and pronunciation skills.

Enterprise
Romanian for Beginners
Tagalog Down and Dirty
Telephoning
ABC pentru România
Upstream. Upper Intermediate. Student's
Book. Per Le Scuole Superiori
This volume contains two very different narratives: a
work of literary imagination on early Hungarian
history, and an eye-witness account of the Mongol
invasion of 1241/42. An anonymous notary of King
Bela of Hungary (probably Bela III, d. 1196), also
Known as P dictus magister, wrote a Latin Gesta
Hungarorum, (ca 1200/10), and enigmatic and much
disputed work on the Hungarian conquest of the
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Carpathian Basin in the late ninth century, including a
mythical origo gentis, and a history of the Magyars
prior to the foundation of the kingdom in 1000 A.D.
Additionally, he wove into it stories of heroic
ancestors of the great men of his time. Anonymus (as
he is commonly referred to) tried to (re)contruct the
events and protagonists---including ethnic groups---of
several centuries before from the names of places,
rivers, and mountains of his time, assuming that
these retained the memory of times past. Based on
these, he presented a narrative in the style of the
popular romances of the siege of Troy and the
exploits of Alexander the Great, also utilizing some
oral traditions and earlier chronicles. One of his major
"inventions" was the inclusion of Attila the Hun into
the Hungarian royal genealogy, a feature later
developed into the myth of Hun-Hungarian continuity
(by Simon of Keza and other chroniclers). Already
translated into most Central-European languages, it is
here for the first time presented in an updated Latin
text with an annotated English translation. The Italian
Master Roger (born around the time the retired notary
was writing his Gesta) was canon of the cathedral of
Varad/Oradea when the Mongols attacked Hungary.
He recorded in great detail and vivid prose his
experiences, including his hiding from and falling into
the hands of the "Tatars". This he prefaced by an
astute observation of political conflicts in midthirteenth-century Hungary. His description of the
events, together with those of Archdeacon Thomas of
Split (CEMT 4), is the basic evidence for the horrible
devastation of the country by Batu Khan's armies. The
present translation is based on the editio princeps of
1488, as no manuscript has survived.
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